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The Global VSAT Forum and a number of space industry organizations (Space Organizations) have led the
formation of a comprehensive endorsement of best practices for the sustainability of space operations for
satellite systems.
Development of these practices was spurred by concerns regarding the space community’s potential
unpreparedness for the impending proliferation of Non‐Geosynchronous Orbit (NGSO) large constellations.
The assembled best practices span all phases of spaceflight (mission design, launch, checkout, space
operations and disposal). “Endorsement of Best Practices for Sustainability of Space Operations” would
commit the signatories to endorsing, promoting and striving to implement these specified best practices to
ensure the safety and commercial viability of current and future space activities and to preserve the space
environment for current and future generations.

Major components to the document are:
I.

II.

Space industry endorsement of and planned adherence to current international best practices and
standards, to include IADC and UN guidelines for international space debris mitigation, as well as ISO TC
20/SC 14 standard 24113: “Space Systems ‐ Space Debris Mitigation”
Endorsement of additional best practices not captured in current IADC, UN or ISO documents that are seen
as critical to maintaining safe space operations in all orbital regimes (both NGSO and GSO), including:
a. Operator exchange of information relevant to safety‐of‐flight and collision avoidance with other
space operators and stakeholders in accordance with each operator’s country export regulations;
b. Satellite operator selection of launch vehicles with due consideration of sustainability of the space
operating environment;
c. Responsible mission and constellation design to make space safety for spacecraft and
constellations a priority;
d. Commitment to spacecraft designs that facilitate successful disposal, actively avoid collisions,
minimize casualty risk, mitigate the risk of post‐mission fragmentation, ensure sensor trackability
and facilitate spacecraft servicing and eventual removal;
e. Commitment to space operations that actively avoid collisions, properly passivate satellites either
upon end‐of‐mission or after a suitable active collision avoidance phase has been completed,
dispose the satellites within 5 years of end‐of‐mission for manoeuvring spacecraft and maintain
accurate spacecraft positional knowledge.

Adoption of these best practices in the near term by Space Organizations will advance the safety of the space
environment. We plan to begin unveiling this document publicly in the fall of 2018, including at upcoming
international meetings, to obtain additional support. Current status:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Participating operators reached initial technical consensus in mid‐September 2018
Space Organizations are currently completing internal review
Have not formally opened the document up for signature
Already received many verbal commitments (potentially a quorum) to sign the document
Want to make a first public announcement of this activity at IAC as part of the Space Debris session
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Relevance to Long-Term Sustainability (LTS) consensus guidelines
Many of the best practices for space sustainability summarized above are directly relevant to and
consistent with the Long‐Term Sustainability of Space Activities (LTS) consensus guidelines developed by
members of UN COPUOS during their deliberations. The following is a quick assessment of the endorsed
best practices and their harmonization of with and contributions to meeting consensus LTS guidelines.
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